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 Grampa Foster - Grampa is the guardian of the forest, he preserves and respects 

all living things as a way of life. He knows the forest contains all the magic and possibilties seen and 

unseen, and when they appear to him he knows exactly the reason. Grampa loves using the wisdom 

of the trees and all the wonderful growing greens for advice and medicine for his family. He teaches 

his family how to care for the land, speak with the animals and how to respect them, how they will 

respect you, and bring gifts to sustain a healthy and happy life. 

 Gramma Tenanye - Gramma is the cheerful Queen of the forest elementals. She 

loves to laugh and play with the children. She prefers to stay plump and cushy for snuggling in times 

of worry, sadness, or fear.  Gramma doesn't fear anything; she is complete Joy and nurturing of the 

essence of Love. Gramma knows all about the plants and berries and the clean spring waters that feed 

and heal us. Gramma always tells stories that comfort us when we need it, and just by the touch of 

her hands we feel good again.  

 Maiara - Maiara is the generous giver, and a loyal friend. She loves to create 

beauty from the treasures of the land, the creatures of the waters, her feather friends of the air, and 



the warmth of the fire dancers. She enjoys to trade her creations with all the elemental friends she 

makes. Her love and faith instills the inner wisdom for the young ones that she nutures. Under the 

Sun and the Moon, everyone comes to Maiara for answers. So, in her stillness, and focus on her 

breath, she reveals the Truth with balance and harmony. 

 Benoway - Is the protector, he explores and gathers in the way Grampa taught 

him. He allows us to become who we are meant to be, by teaching us the skills to live a productive 

and purposeful life. With just alittle discipline, his guidance is fun! He is patient and quiet and when 

he speaks, his words are full of wisdom that will make you wonder. Benoway encourages you to solve 

important puzzels of your life and learn how your experiences will make you strong. He loves you and 

knows you can achieve the greatest of things! Now lets play! 

 

 Chepi - Chepi is in love with the thought of love. She is beautiful and youthful and 

speaks exactly what is on her mind. She stands up for a rightful purpose and the natural ways of the 

earth. Her flower garden's flourish with aroma that fills the air.  For our vibrance and well being, she 

bottles up the lovely fragrance then plants the seeds where ever she goes! Chepi loves adventure! She 

has the spirit of freedom that sometimes carries with it, the lessons to grow in seasons of change. She 

always learns that there is nothing that cannot be fixed; by whom? By herself! 



  Deetkatu - Is a boy that has a love for his family, of all the little creatures and 

animals of the earth, his surroundings to play, his fellow friends and all life on the planet itself. 

Deetkatu loves to imagine he is swimming with the dolpins or swinging in the trees. But everything is  

so big! He knows how to create things from out of his imagination with ease. He has a good heart with 

good intentions but sometimes his creations can get out of hand! He loves the magic of life itself and 

how Grampa taught him the secret ways. He know's how to keep a good secret when Trinity is not 

around. He always gets his ideas when he looks at the stars, sometimes he can travel to anywhere he 

wants to go in the Universe! Deetkatu likes to help the humans in his silly ways but he may get in 

trouble if he interferes. Deetkatu tries to be a good boy all the time. We know he is! 

 Trinity- Is the embodiment of the highest spirit of Joy. She brings sunshine and 

laughter to all who she connects with. She is feminine child energy filled with questions and curiosity 

that unknowingly lead to huge discoveries that surprise us all. Trinity loves surprises! She loves to 

cover for Deetkatu when he gets himself in a pickle.Trinity loves pickels too! Her innocense attracts 

the most loving playful friendships born out of what may appear to be disaster or danger. She will 

have none of that, for she touches the deepest part of all, and ignites the light that is hidden within 

us. She creates the best out of what may appear to be the worst situations. Her spirit forges through 

life with purpose of the highest cause and love for all life. Trinity has an imaginary friend that her 

family welcomes into their home to become one of their own. Their adventures and encounters  will 

lead us to a simple clarity of the essence and true meaning of our purpose for living, as the Little 

People. 

 

 


